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Chapter 1: Foreword

Chapter 1: Foreword
Thank you for using Nextcellent plugin. Almost 30,000 installations and 160,000 downloads in merely 18 

months mean something. Users can't be wrong.

This Ebook is intended to be THE guide for any user working with Nextcellent. There is a HUGE amount 
of information ahead. Being said that, I strongly recommend:

• To get an overview go to the Table of Contents (in the next pages)
• Quick-jump through themes using Table of Contents: find the topic you are interested most and using 

ctrl-click jump over directly
• The Ebook is full of cross-reference navigation, so you can quickly jump to several parts without 

scanning through to find what you want.
• Feel free to send suggestions to (fernando.zorrilla@gmail.com) however, I rather prefer if you make 

contact with the form provided on http://wpgetready.com/make-contact/. Thank you

Why?

Nextcellent code's heritage is a mix of several hundred users contributions. Many developers have 
added its two cents to the base code. As functionality grew up, it became clear that clean up was necessary. 
Many parts became obsolete and other were obscure, because its inner work was unclear or complex.

This book is trying to make some light into popular and no so popular topics. I hope you like it.

Who should read this ebook?
Any user using Nextcellent plugin will take advantage of what this plugin is capable of. Also if you want 

to evaluate it, you can scan through the pages to understand how deep Nextcellent goes to give a flexible option 
when handling pictures, galleries and albums.

I'm assuming that you know some concepts to take complete advantage of this ebook. Although some of
them are not indispensable, they will allow you to get more comfortable while reading it.

This guide will require a Basic/Middle understanding about Wordpress in most areas, and an 
Advanced/Very Advanced status for steps involving tech explanations or hands-on procedures
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User Lever
understanding

What it means

Basic • You know what Wordpress is
• You know what a plugin is
• You know what a theme is

Middle • You have at least a site running Wordpress
• You know how to manage a plugin (install / uninstall,  activate / deactivate)
• You know how to install/uninstall a theme and also how to switch to another one.
• You know what the functions.php file on a theme is and what its purpose is.

Advanced • You know about PHP
• You know about Javascript
• You know how to access your site through FTP and upload/download a 

file/plugin/theme

Very 
Advanced

• You know what is a hook (action/filter) on Wordpress
• You have programmed samples on functions.php
• You tweaked a theme/plugin
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WIP: Work in Progress

I invested a lot of my time to make this ebook go live. However, I know is missing a LOT of things along the way.

Due time restrictions, there are many missing parts to be written:
• Better and more shortcode and widgets examples
• Some shortcodes inner working remain obscured and need to be thoroughly explained
• An Index…
• Better overall document formatting.

Can you help?

If you have suggestions or want to contribute (writing, coding or another kind of other of re$ource$ :), please 
contact me on http://wpgetready.com/make-contact/.

About Nextcellent Plugin

Nextcellent is a picture gallery for Wordpress. It has (wide) compatibility with NextGen galleries.

Both plugins are wide spread on the web. It is hard to make an extensive plugin change without 
compromising millions of plugin installations. For that reason, I can say with confidence than compatibility it is 
very good, although the functionality can (and it will) differ since the plugin development for both plugins are 
running different paths.

2015 is going to be though year, and Nextcellent is planning to evolve a fast pace. And I'll bet Nextcellent
will be the best choice over several other galleries. 

What is the best about Nextcellent?

The strong point of this gallery is that it has some advantages:
• plenty of hooks to be extended.
• A template system
• Shortcodes
• Many of extendable plugins
• Future releases include an add-on system. (Implemented, but not yet released, planned to be 

released before 1.9.30)

Our goal

Nextcellent's target is to provide a stable and an improved version you can rely on.

Nextcellent provides backward compatibility. When we say this, we are saying compatibility at gallery 
level and code level also. We have squashed most issues, fixed several issues and we continue to make 
Nextcellent a fine choice.
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About   Fernando Zorrilla de San Martín

My name is Fernando Zorrilla de San Martín. Most of my ancestors were Spanish
writers, poets and artists. So, I guess 'code is poetry' made sense to me. 

I'm a System Analyst, Microsoft Solution Developer, Microsoft SQL Certified, and
Electronic Technician. 

I've been developing programs in several languages going from Assembler to
Basic Clipper, Visual Basic, VB.Net C#, Javascript , Java and PHP for more than 20
years.

I started working with Wordpress almost by accident. Around 2009, I was working almost exclusively 
with Microsoft products. 

I'm coming from a world where IIS (Internet Information Server) and technologies like ASP and ASPX 
were the standard, and I got used to have fairly complex installations to make a simple site just work. (That were 
times were DotNetNuke and Telligent blogs and others crm were born. There were painful experiences...). 

I was playing with a XAMPP installation, doing my first steps onto PHP when I decided to install 
Wordpress and see how it worked. 

What a shock! I was surprised how fast it was installed and also how quickly it performed. No bloated 
installation, just 'Wordpress has been installed. Were you expecting more steps? Sorry to disappoint.'

And that was it. In far less than 5 minutes, I was hooked. 
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Chapter 2: How Nextcellent started

On August 2013, I was developing a web site for a client. Among other things, I had been creating a 
plugin based on NextGen Gallery plugin functionality.

The plugin addressed searching image functionality on the site. It was working quite alright, being the 
final touch for a customized site taking me several weeks to be finished.

The launching day, I made an action which proved me wrong: I updated all the site plugins before 
release. When I checked the site, an error came up. My special plugin based on NextGen Gallery wasn't working
at all. After a revision, I found out the reason: NextGen Gallery had changed. 

Sadly, it didn't change because it was fixed or improved. It was completely overhauled. Old code was 
simply gone, along compatibility with many other plugins. Compatibility to code level was poor or absent in most 
cases. Filters and actions weren't where it supposed to be.

With some resignation, I started modifying my plugin all over. I could imagine people around the world 
complaining for same things that affected me, without mentioning how many site owners tried to find out a way to
make their site work. People that even do not know how to code, trying to make it through.

After stumbling with the new NGG code, I managed to modify the code and make it work, taking special 
care this time the code would work with the new AND the older NGG versions. I delayed the site release two 
days before delivering...again.

I find myself uncomfortable with this unexpected (and unwanted) task. How many others would be in the 
same situation? I quickly realized that many shared the same frustration state.

http://www.nextgen-gallery.com/open-letter-to-the-nextgen-community-from-erick-danzer/

The leap of faith from Alex Rabe to Photocrati got a misstep, dragging people around the world to wake 
up and think it over.  Thousands of people over flood the Wordpress forums requesting a fast solution for the 
new NGG deployment.

Updating nightmare

At same time, several issues, at first unrelated, started corrupting my sites. In my spare time I was 
administering several sites, and I realized that many of them were broken and/ran slowly, if not at all. 

Once again, it turned out NGG (installed on several sites) had an issue, making grow the database to 
ugly sizes and putting the sites on their knees.

In the following weeks, Nextgen updates gave more problems than solutions. The wordpress forum was 
flooded with lot of issues and complains.

Looking for Help (HELP!)

 Making a post on the NGG forum was useless at that time, buried over the continuous requests in a rate 
of 200 to 300 daily entries. And it had its own reasons: NGG was widely adopted (and at the time it had about 7 
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millions downloads). It was a hard time for NGG users.

Back to the roots

I decided to take a step back and install the old and deprecated version (which it had two months old at 
the time).  After the installation, most problems were gone. The old NGG made everything went back to normal. 
No errors, no site crawling, no databases problems.

One task remained though: I had to manually upload and replace all brand new NGG versions with the 
older one and also (and most importantly) I had to remember myself NOT TO UPDATE the plugin never again. 
This was somewhat annoying, but it was cheaper than dealing with several troubles in continuous basis.

I examined the 'old'  1.9.13 version. It was poorly written on many parts, it had plenty of issues waiting 
for being fixed and it badly needed a face wash. However, it had something important to count on: IT WORKED 
and it sustained several millions of sites working. Could I retrieve the code back from the land of the dead?

Leaving some part of community behind, too

The thing astound me most was how the situation was improperly handled. Even the questions were 
politely answered, if you were the afflicted user, you got two choices: stay up with the new version (and live 
among the issues) or download the older code from FTP and go for your own.

It doesn't sound like a community support to me. 

It sounds more like: my way or f...k you the highway.

In the mean time, the new NGG version made an in-cascade break of several plugins based on the 
NGG old code. Most of developers changed their own work and moved on. Also the site administrators. It was a 
time where WP broken sites were the norm. 'Reliable' and NextGen plugin got nothing in common from these 
days.

A year and half later, there still angry users plaguing around the Nextgen forums, bringing down the 
overall Nextgen rating.

The NGG team made a point. They were capable of taking the plugin to the next level. Nextgen is 
consistently in the list of most 10 downloaded plugins of all time. However it's fair to make a distinction: that 
position was already achieved before the team took over the plugin and replaced it with a new one. For around 
June 2013, the plugin had more than 7 million downloads, and that was way before the 2.0 release, where all the
things started.

I'm pretty sure if I had a plugin dragging about 400 ratings with bad feedback, it would slow down my 
success a bit. That would mean something is wrong, something needs to be heard. However, if this same 
plugins was downloaded million of times, they could be wrong, couldn't they? 400 bad rating would mean 
nothing… or wouldn't?

It wouldn't surprise me if in the future plugins could reset its WP statistics. And I guess this is more than 
statement: this is a prediction, it will happen in the near future. Plugins with bad feedback will have the change to
erase their story and start fresh. Past is past.

Ramblings apart, NGG opened a window. Frustrated users went on looking for replacements. And they 
found it, because there were few dozens of excellent plugins galleries out there, trying to capture a respectable 
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mass of users running away for the problems.

One of them is Nextcellent.

A code resurrection: why not?

After thinking a bit, I took the old code, squashed most obvious issues, introduced a class to avoid 
conflicts and I made a request on the repository to reintroduce the revamped version.

Rejected

On September 1th 2013, first version was rejected because a simple reason: I made a name nextcellent-
gallery-plugin-nextgen-legacy and the word 'plugin' wasn't accepted (which it makes sense: the plugin word is 
redundant). So I suppressed the 'plugin' term and send it again.

On September 8th 2013 Nextcellent was again rejected because it included a flash file, and in this way 
failing to accomplish Open Source rules. I checked twice to see that NextGen indeed included that file, but that 
was AFTER it was accepted. So I quickly learn that in the Wordpress repository were plugins with invalid files, 
since that can't be controlled after a plugin is published.

On September 11th 2013 18:30 Nextcellent was published for the very first time on Wordpress repository 
and it quickly became popular. 

One year and half later

Nextcellent currently is surpassing 160.000 downloads and it is in the list of 700 most popular plugins, 
which is a feat itself, considering there is about 35,000 plugins out there.
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Icons Used in this Ebook

Throughout this ebook, you'll see icons in the margins next to certain paragraphs. Here are the icons and what 
they mean:

 - These are suggestions, ideas and shortcuts about current topic. It will boost you productivity using the
plugin.

 - These are essential concepts to remember.  

 - Warning: possibly problems or errors ahead if you don't take care.

 - Technical stuff: tech explanation covering the insides of plugin's inner working. 

 - Hands on. Step by step procedures, where you'll require to take action.

 - Undocumented. This featured is undocumented or its behavior can't be predicted just using the 
Nextcellent interface. (this icon was added after odds findings).

Naming conventions

[plugin-folder] – through the book I will refer several times where the plugin is installed. Normally is under wp-
content/plugins/nextcellent-gallery-nextgen-gallery but it could be different for you (especially if you 
manually uploaded the plugin to your site or just replaced NextGen entirely in the same directory). So, [plugin-
folder] will refer to that location.

For example, [plugin-folder]/css is going to abbreviate wp-content/plugins/nextcellent-gallery-nextgen-
gallery/css
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About Compatibility with NextGen

Currently, compatibility with NextGen is due some common factors:

-NextGen and Nextcellent share the same database table structure. 
-There are still several hooks (action & filters) working in both plugins with same parameters, however making a 
compatibility list at code-level is beyond this ebook. 

Graphic comparison between NGG 1.9.13 and NGG 2.0.x

Graphic comparison between NGG 1.9.13 and Nextcellent
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About Compatibility with other NextGen plugins

Several plugins which worked with NextGen, had to change accordingly to make it work with the new 
NGG framework. Since the authors were unaware of Nextcellent, it is normal to find several plugins not working 
with Nextcellent. 

Currently, many plugins works with both plugin, but many others won't. The reason behind obey different
causes, many of this is because the way the third parties detects how NextGen is installed.

About the plugin and WP version in this Ebook

What I'm assuming:
• You are using Wordpress 4.0 or up 
• Your Nextcellent plugin version is 1.9.26 

Let's get started!
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There are plugins expecting NextGen to be installed in a fixed place. Code as get_plugins('/nextgen-
gallery') or is_plugin_active('nextgen-gallery/nggallery.php') is a common 'hardcoded' way of 

detecting NextGen. Unfortunately, this way of detection prevents working with Nextcellent.

A simple workaround is to disable Nextcellent,  rename Nextcellent folder to nextgen-gallery (usually would be
nextcellent-gallery-nextgen-gallery) and re enable it. That should do the trick in several cases. In case you 
have a NextGen installation, rename NextGen folder to something like nextgen-gallery-ngg or whatever.
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Chapter 3: Installation & Uninstall

Installation 

Currently there are two scenarios where Nextcellent is installed:

• You want to use a gallery first time.
• You want to test Nextcellent to see how it works
• You want to replace NextGen gallery or test/compare side by side.

All those scenarios can be summed up in the following steps:

• Go to Plugins→Add New and look for Nextcellent..
• Install it

• Activate it (See Nextcellent activation, just right ahead)
• That's it.
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Nextcellent activation

Since Nextcellent is an alternative Nextgen replacement, a lot of people will install the plugin to test 
features, and they then decide which plugin to keep. It is common to see sites with both plugins installed side to 
side.

Nextcellent actively avoids any type of conflict with Nextgen. You can be rest assure you won't have
conflicts with NextGen installations.

Few things to know:

• Nextcellent automatic deactivation: Nextcellent has a feature which detects if NextGen is working
and it will deactivate itself. To sum up, if you activate NextGen, Nextcellent will automatically 
deactivate itself. This is a measure to avoid conflicts.

• You can keep both installations on one Wordpress installation: You can install Nextcellent and 
Nextgen in the same site. However only one can be activated at one time. They share many things in 
common (like database table structures, hooks and classes) and it would produce conflicts if that was 
the case. 
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Illustration 1: Nextcellent deactivation when NextGen is running
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Uninstall

The uninstall process is somewhat delicate but easy if you take care. 

If you want to uninstall and wipe out albums, galleries and pictures, just use the uninstall classic way on 
plugin panel. However, if you want to uninstall without deleting your precious work, read on.

Currently, Nextcellent doesn't have a way to uninstall itself without deleting all its tables. Pictures are 
NOT deleted at all.

We're currently implementing a better uninstaller procedure capable of uninstalling without affecting your current 
settings.
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To uninstall the plugin without deleting pictures and galleries follow this steps:

• Deactivate Nextcellent plugin from plugins panel
• Connect to your site with a FTP tools (Filezilla for example)
• Delete the plugin folder, usually in wp-content/plugins/ nextcellent-gallery-nextgen-gallery
• That's it

Why do you would want to uninstall and preserve the tables? Because you could want to delete the 
plugin and use it NextGen instead. Remember NextGen uses same table configuration to store 
pictures, galleries and albums.
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Tables added with Nextcellent

When Nextcellent is installed, it will create some tables to track pictures, tags, galleries and albums.

Column Type Null Predetermined Comments

pid bigint(20) No Picture Id

image_slug varchar(255) No Image Slug

post_id bigint(20) No 0 Post Id

galleryid bigint(20) No 0 Id Gallery where picture belongs

filename varchar(255) No Filename

description mediumtext Yes NULL Description

alttext mediumtext Yes NULL Alternative Text

imagedate datetime No 0000-00-00 00:00:00 Image Date

exclude tinyint(4) Yes 0 Exclude

sortorder bigint(20) No 0
Customized order used to display images in
gallery

meta_data longtext Yes NULL metadata

Column Type Null Predetermined Comments

gid bigint(20) No Gallery Id

name varchar(255) No Name

slug varchar(255) No Gallery slug

path Mediumtext Yes NULL Gallery Path

title mediumtext Yes NULL Title

galdesc mediumtext Yes NULL Gallery description

pageid bigint(20) No 0 Page Id

previewpic bigint(20) No 0 Preview Picture

author bigint(20) N 0 Author

Column Type Null Predetermined Comments

id bigint(20) No Album Id

name varchar(255) No Album Name

slug varchar(255) No Album slug

previewpic bigint(20) N 0 Preview picture

albumdesc mediumtext Yes NULL Album Description

sortorder longtext No Sortorder: stores gallery and album stack

pageid bigint(20) No 0 Page Id
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Chapter 4: Nextcellent Gallery First Steps
We have already discussed how we need to install it. Let's see what you will get with this plugin. After installation
we'll have the following menu:

There will be pages you will live in it, and others you will rarely see (if ever).

Add Gallery/Images & Galleries & Settings are the most used sections so far. Depending of the user 
needs, Albums, Tags, and Styles will follow.

For very specific uses you will check it and work with Roles & Reset/Uninstall.

Overview & About are about information relative the plugin, server settings and people who made 
possible this plugin.

Let's start in order.
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The Overview Screen

The overview page is the central page where you can find status information about current Nextcellent 
installation. It is divided in several windows (usually called as metaboxes) performing several tasks.
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You can minimize any window with by clicking the upper-left arrow icon of every window. 
 Also, drag and move windows around the page, to change window position
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The Welcome Window

This window show statistics about your pictures, galleries and albums, and the chance of going directly 
to Upload section (is the same as clicking on Add Gallery/Images menu)
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The Latest News Window

This window show latest news from wpgetready.com , the site where I'm blogging news about plugins.  
News is updated once in a week or less. 
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The Related Plugins Window

This is an additional window showing possible other plugins which could work with Nextcellent and/or 
NextGen.
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Compatibility with third-party plugin needs to be checked for every plugin installed. Refer to 
Compatibility List find out which plugins are working with Nextcellent.

http://wpgetready.com/wiki/nextcellent-plugin/compatibility-list/
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Trust only those plugin that reportedly worked with Nextcellent in the Compatibility List.

The Help me Help You Window

Single window providing a way to give rate to the plugin and a link to visit home page.

The Plugin Check Window
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Plugin Check metabox before checking if the site

The information gathered in this window currently looks for 'nextgen' term in the Wordpress Plugin 
Repository.  Since many of the extensions are developed for NextGen, there is a chance they fail 
running with Nextcellent.

http://wpgetready.com/wiki/nextcellent-plugin/compatibility-list/
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This window has only one purpose: to check your host and verify if it works properly with Nextcellent. To 
do that, it provides simple test driven by an Ajax interface.
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Metabox results after checking functionality

What is this window doing?
When you press 'Check plugin', the following operations do occur:

• Check if the Json API will work with the theme & plugins, verifying if jQuery and Ajax libraries are 
available and correct.

• The test image function is something more deeper, exerting a test with 11 several dummy images from
several common size to check they can be handled.

• Checks if the active theme has a proper head and footer. This step retrieves a slightly modified site 
main's page to verify if current theme has a valid header and footer. Otherwise it will return as failed.

 Json API will be removed in future Nextcellent versions, since its functionality is redundant comparing 
with current Ajax internal implementation.
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The Server Settings Window

The window provides a lot of information about server settings and it very useful to pinpoint any 
problems due an incorrect server configuration.

Summing up

The Overview page provides several pieces of information to get updated about the plugin and current 
status, news and theme and server check and validation.
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Chapter 5: Adding Gallery and Images

Before start explaining this area, let's see some concepts to be grasped:
• Picture: an Image. Nextcellent supports the most popular formats: jpg/jpeg (.jpg,.jpeg) , Png Format 

(.png) and Gif format(.gif),and several sizes (check capabilities using The Plugin Check Window (page
27)

• Gallery: a list of images. In Nextcellent, every image belongs to a Gallery.
• Album: An Album comprises a collection of galleries and/or other albums. Think album as a stack of 

galleries and albums
• Shortcodes everywhere: Nextcellent provides many shortcodes to display pictures, galleries and album

in several different ways.
• Widgets: Nextcellent includes several widgets to display images on the theme's sidebar.
• Style administration: Nextcellent provides different styles to change the look of every picture, gallery or

album displayed with shortcodes or widgets
• Templates: there is an advanced concept which relates Shortcodes with Templates. Using templates 

there are endless possibilities to handle your image collections.

STEP ONE: Creating a Gallery

In Nextcellent, every picture needs to be in a Gallery. So, you need to create a gallery first in order to upload 
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No other extension is accepted although there are another popular formats to be considered. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_file_formats (bmp, webp (raising), pcx,tiff, psd, cdr…). If you 
think a format should be supported, let us know, sending a comment on Site Contact Form 

http://wpgetready.com/make-contact/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_file_formats
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images. 

Things to 
know 

before creating gallery: 

• Sanitization: Gallery names are sanitized. For foreign languages (like Spanish, French and Dutch), 
accents and special characters will be removed along with any other invalid characters like  ?
[]/\=<>:;,”'\&$#*()|~`!{} and chr(0).This has a double purpose: to normalize gallery names and internally 
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Look Ma! No Picture tab...(that's because there is no Galleries yet)

You'll notice that if there are no galleries, the 'Add Picture' tab will be automatically hidden. That is 
intended to avoid uploading a picture before defining a gallery.

In WPMU Nextcellent will also check if you have enough space to upload 
an image.
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it helps to create a proper folder name to store pictures

• Dots: Dots are allowed in gallery names (for example my.cute.gallery is valid). However, the folder name
will replace '.' by '-'. In the example, Nextcellent will create a my-cute-gallery folder associated to 
my.cute.gallery gallery.

• Spaces are accepted. In the folder name spaces are replaced with '-', Example: 'Gallery with space' will 
make the gallery-with-space (if this name wasn't in use)

• Filters: For advanced users: Some filters are called in the process sanitizing gallery name: 
sanitize_title, sanitize_file_name_chars, sanitize_file_name and ngg_gallery_name. 

• See an example of ngg_gallery_name filter on page 110

• The filter ngg_gallery_name could be used to enforce some rules to gallery name. It also could be used
to circumvent the sanitation, which is HIGHLY discouraged. 

• Folders: Every gallery will have its own folder to store pictures and those are created under the Gallery 
Path (by default is located on wp-content/gallery/). Be sure to have proper file permissions.

• Gallery Path configuration: The Gallery Path location can be redefined in Settings→General 
Settings→Gallery path. The Gallery Path only provides the place where the galleries will be created. 
Upon creation, galleries created and Gallery Path are no related in anyway, nor depend each other. You 
can change Gallery Path and rest assured galleries already created won't be affected in anyway.

• Folder Name: The folder created for the gallery will be the folder name of your choice (after sanitizing). 
Nextcellent does its best to automatically create a proper folder name. However, there is not a direct way
of choosing the folder name.

• Folder Name Creation: If there is already a folder with a name, Nextcellent will try to make an 
alternative folder name, adding a numbered suffix.

For example, if you create the 'travel' gallery, and this folder already exists, Nextcellent will create the 
travel_1 folder and assign it to the gallery.  Is completely valid that a gallery has a folder name different 
from his original name (in this case gallery name is 'travel' folder name is travel_1

• If also travel_1 is in use, Nextcellent will try with travel_2, travel_3, travel_4 … until it finds a folder 
available.
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Illustration: Gallery Path defines where the galleries folder will be created in the Settings Page
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Questions:

What if create a gallery and later I change Gallery Path? Does it affect galleries created? What will 
happen?

A: All the galleries will be working. However, the creation of galleries will continue to happen in the new Gallery 
Path provided. Every gallery contains information about where is located. Gallery Path is only pointing where you
want to create folders for new galleries. Old galleries won't be moved to the Gallery Path if the Gallery Path is 
changed.

STEP TWO: Adding images

After creating a gallery, you have at least three ways to include images in the gallery:
• upload picture(s)
• upload a Zip File
• Import a folder with pictures on the server.

Let's see each one with its respective features.
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Warning: Nextcellent does allow create two galleries with the SAME name, since it will
handle different   folders for each one. To avoid personal confusions I'd recommend 
avoiding this scenario, if possible.
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Uploading images to galleries

The image uploader provided by Nextcellent are in fact TWO image uploaders, the classic and the advanced.

Differences between classic and advanced uploaders:

Classic Pros
• Single and multiple file uploading
• Provide most compatible way of uploading files
• Recommended when the browser is old.

Classic Cons
• It does not provide visual feedback when multiple file uploading.
• No drag & dropping
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Advanced Pros
• Single and multiple file uploading
• Drag & Drop file options
• Visual feedback for every file uploaded
• Works fine in modern browsers

Advanced Cons:
• Provide medium compatibility in some older browsers.

By default, the advanced browser is enabled, whereas more and more browsers launches new versions,
the advanced uploader will become the uploading option de facto.

 Notes when uploading pictures

• All filenames are sanitized while uploading, which it could cause name files on server with different 
name than original ones.

• The image is first stored, and then metadata is extracted. Only EXIF data is extracted, IPCT and XMP 
are ignored. The Exif information is enough for the next steps.

• Filter ngg_find_image_meta is called before getting metadata.
• After metadata is generated filter ngg_get_image_metadata is called. Is it possible to add more 

metadata information using this plugin. 
• If the image has EXIF info and needs to be rotated, it is auto-rotated. The metadata stored in the 

database is updated to reflect the rotation
• If autoresize is on, it is also auto-resized. Also, if Backup original is activated, the original image will 

have a backup with the suffix backup.   For example, if I'm downloading the picture holliday2015.jpg and 
autoresize is activated, a backup is made named holliday2015.jpg_backup.

• Action ngg_added_new_image is called after an image is successfully added to the database. 
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There are image operations that it can destroy image metadata. Resize and Watermarking are 
two of them. Nextcellent will save metadata to the database BEFORE making such operations. 
After a resize/watermark operation, there will be a weak link between the image and its metadata. 
Also, the resultant metadata is a mix between the original and resized one (Nextcellent only 
changes width and height in case of resizing).

Nextcellent doesn't save metadata inside pictures. If picture metadata is paramount to your site, make sure 
activate image backup for images.

The backup file is stored in the server, HOWEVER it is NOT in Nextcellent tables. This could be 
somewhat unusual and you could end up wondering why your galleries takes more space than 
expected. Backup option could increase considerably server space requirements.
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• Every picture fires a ngg_added_new_image action after is added to the database.
• Also a ngg_after_new_images_added is fired after all pictures are processed in one upload process 

Zip File Uploading
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Backup original keeps original pictures and resized ones.
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Nextcellent supports Zip with images in it, uploading from a computer or providing an url pointing to the zip file

Notes when uploading Zip files:

• Zip & Create Gallery at once: You have the option of uploading the zip file and create a gallery at the 
same time, selecting 'a new gallery' option. The Gallery will be named as the zip file name (after 
sanitation), excluding the '.zip' extension. For example if you have the zip file named china_travel.zip, 
selecting 'a new gallery', the new gallery it will be named china_travel, and so the folder, automatically.

• Extensions ignored & subfolders: all files without proper extension will be ignored. If the Zip has 
subfolders with images they will be also ignored.

• When importing, filter ngg_allowed_file_types is invoked. There is a chance to ad an extension if 
someday Nextcellent includes another file extension ($ext = apply_filters('ngg_allowed_file_types', 
array('jpeg', 'jpg', 'png', 'gif'));)

• Name convention: at current Nextcellent version (1.9.26) dots are not allowed. For example if I have a 
zip file named gopro.part.1.zip, the gallery and folder created will be named as simply gopro, excluding 
whatever is encountered after first dot.

• Be careful with this feature: Power comes with great responsibility. If there is a gallery with 
the zip file name, the files will be added to that gallery, and no other gallery will be created, as 
one might expect.

• Uploading twice:, if you upload same zip file twice and select [a new gallery] in both cases, 
you'll end up uploading same files to one gallery. Since you are uploading the very same files, 
you'll end up overwriting your pictures (since uploader overwrite files with same name), but 
Nextcellent will think you have TWO files (one for every uploaded image). The final effect will 
be n files uploaded and 2n records (for every image on the zip file, one record when uploaded 
first time, one record when uploaded second time), which is wrong.

• Uploading twice (2): as before, if you upload zip files more than once to a specific folder (not 
creating a new gallery like previous example), the pictures will be overwritten, generating 
repeated records pointing to one picture.
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Importing folders

The importing folder feature is a useful way to load several images into Nextcellent

Notes when importing folder into Nextcellent:

• Upload process is based on Ajax. One page handles the overall process without refreshing.
• Starting folder: Import folder displays a tree view from a predefined path to the server, to help you pick 

the folder you want to import from. 
• The starting folder is defined on General Settings →Gallery Path, which in fact is the default root of all 

Nextcellent Galleries. 
• You can change it typing in the input box. If the path is in other server place outside your current path, 

you have to know exactly what to type in order to start navigating.
• We suggest one root path to organize all your images. If possible, move all folder pictures you want to 

import under Gallery Path and then proceed to import them to Nextcellent.
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• Normalizing folder names: Importer will do its best to normalize folder names prior 
importing pictures. If the folder name is invalid (because it is including accents or special 
characters) the folder will be renamed. So, pay attention: if you are importing a folder, the final 
process could rename your folder to another different name(!). It is NOT a folder copy process, 

it's renaming one.

• If for some reason the folder can't be renamed (folder permissions issues, for example), the importing 
process won't be made.

• The importer process also do its best renaming every imported picture to a valid name.
• Advanced: ngg_allowed_file_types filter decides which files to import (filtering by extension 

jpg, jpeg, gif, png)

General Notes when adding images (in all cases, Uploading/Zip/Import)

• Upload & creation: When you upload a picture, you could be creating at least two other 
pictures. If you have large images and activate Resize, there will be an additional image (the 
original one with a _backup postfix). Also, a thumbnail (a small image reference) is also 
created.  To us, we'll see one picture only.

• Thumb: When an image is uploaded, its thumbnail is also created. If you upload several images at 
once, in order to improve performance, the thumbnail creation process is made after all images are 
uploaded. 

• Thumb folder: the thumbnail is stored in a folder named thumbs within same folder the picture is 
uploaded. (See example pictures above)

• Thumbnail naming convention: all thumbnails are prefixed with thumbs_ for better identification. For 
example mycutepicture001.jpg should have a correspondent thumbs_mycutepicture001.jpg when 
uploaded.
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(website was obscured intentionally)
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• Thumb creation process: thumbnail creation is an Ajax operation calling ngg_ajax_operation 
with the parameter operation='create_thumbnail' and image=id_number (this id is picture id). The
advantage of being an Ajax is the page doesn't need to be reloaded for every thumbnail creation.

• Note: if you missed accidentally to create thumbnails, you can recreate later in the Galleries Menu.
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• Ajax operation poses few issues. If you are impatient or in a rush when uploading pictures, you 
can accidentally skip the thumbnail creation, causing incomplete thumbnail pictures when 
managing the galleries. This issue particularly happens when you upload several images. After 
the process of uploading is finished, just wait few seconds to let the thumbnail creation get 
started. You'll see a bar with the progress. 

Illustration: every image stored has its
correspondent thumbnail prefixed with

thumbs_ text

Illustration: each gallery has its respective
thumbs folder to store thumbnails
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Chapter 6: The Galleries Menu Page

This is one of the most used options on the plugin, so let' go with it.

The Gallery table display a resume of galleries created with respective ID and Title,  Description, Author, 
PageId (more on this later) and a simple statistic about amount of images on the gallery.
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Mass Operations

The drop down to upper-left allows users to do several mass operations to checked images:

• Delete: you can delete several galleries at once.
• Set Watermark: massive image watermarking: View watermarking process in detail Settings-

>Watermark
◦ Some details about mass watermarking:

▪ If image backup is activated, a backup image is made prior watermark. If the backup file already 
exists, no other backup is made.

▪ Metadata is saved to the database before watermarking. Watermarking could erase all metadata
information (EXIF, IPTC, XMP). 

▪ Nextcellent cannot save metadata into watermarked image. 
• Create new thumbnails: it allows to refresh the thumbnails for a complete gallery/galleries
• Import metadata: Copies the metadata from the image(s) to the Nextcellent tables.
• Recover from backup: if Backup Original is activated on Settings→Image, Nextcellent is capable of 

recovering images from its backup.
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Every backup image has a name and a post fix backup... .If my image holliday001.jpg has a 
backup , its backup name is holliday001.jpg_backup in the same folder, but invisible to Nextcellent 
galleries.

Currently is confirmed that some resizing could erase EXIF metadata. I'm currently researching this 
subject. However I was unable to find a confirmation about watermarking, so this information is 
inconclusive. Cropping (used on thumbnails) has the same problem, losing all EXIF data.
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The Gallery Editor Settings

When you pick a gallery, you are entering into the Gallery Editor Page. Let see some facts about galleries:

• A gallery is a collection of pictures
• Every gallery has the following information:

◦ An ID (assigned when is created and not editable by the user)
◦ Title: Name of the gallery. (Recall the title is not necessarily unique)
◦ A Description: an explanation about pictures on the gallery
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◦ A Path: where the pictures of the gallery are stored. 

◦ Page Linked to: gallery is linked to a gallery. When you use The nggtags shortcode (page 102) you 
can link the gallery to a specific page. This will be used when you make albums, since albums needs
to create links to galleries. The way this link is constructed depends also of two additional Settings 
Options: the Permalinks settings and the Inline Gallery settings.

Just remember: is fine to leave page linked undefined. but

◦ Preview image: allows to select a specific image on the gallery to make it as representative
of the gallery itself.

◦ Author (non-editable)
◦ Create new page: this option will add a page named exactly as the gallery with including a 

shortcode for the gallery itself. You can make easily a page which later point in Page Linked option. 

Other utilities are:
• Scan folder for new images button: if you upload images (using FTP) to the gallery, you need a way to 

inform Nextcellent that new images are available.

• Old scanning button: this is the older way of scanning new images.

 
• Save Changes: it will save all changes made to the gallery and all picture data.
• action ngg_update_gallery is fired after all changes are saved 
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WARNING: even this value is editable, changing the path value will lead to undesired consequences.
You could end up pointing to an empty folder(!). This option enables to change folder names in case you 
manually want to do that. However it can't assist you in the renaming process. Handle it with care!

The old scanning method skips sanitation for folders and files, which could lead to problems. The button 
is available in case you got problems with the current scan folder. However, we strongly recommend the 
first one(!)

Old scanning method will be removed in next Nextcellent updates because is senseless.

The scan folder was completely rewritten. Currently it does:
◦ Sanitize the folder name and rename it if necessary
◦ Sanitize every picture filename and rename it if necessary
◦ Create thumbnails for every picture if necessary
◦ The process was specifically created and updated for users reimporting old NextGen 

galleries where special characters were spread among filenames and folders
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The image grid

The image grid is probably the most used feature inside the gallery. From here, you have access a multiples 
features.

Let's see each one to understand their potential.

The picture information

Every picture displays the following information:
• An ID
• A thumbnail visualization. You can click over the thumbnail to display it bigger. (Click again or press 

escape to return normal mode)
• A Date, with also a direct option to change the date if you wish (click on 'Change Date' and click again to

display a calendar. This date is used on the Sort gallery options (more on following chapters).
• Dimension information (in pixels)
• A Title
• A Description
• Tags related (used later with tags features)... .Every tag needs to be comma-separated.
• An Exclude checkbox: useful if you upload a picture but don't really want to display it in the gallery. An 

example could be if you want to exclude the image you selected as preview for the gallery.

Hovering the image you also can see:
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◦ File name
◦ View options (same as clicking the image). (Escape or click image to return). 
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◦ Meta: metadata option linked to the image. This information is extracted from current image.
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Illustration: an example of Metadata from the picture

Note: this option will show metadata linked to this image. Nextcellent does its best of keeping 
metadata information when images are resized/watermarked, but in this specific process, 
metadata can be lost, ending up in a discrepancy between current picture metadata y database 
metadata. This option will show only database metadata.
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◦ Thumb Editor
◦ Rotate Image
◦ Publish feature: this option will create a post, using the picture's Title as post title,  and a shortcode 

with size and location specified.

◦ Delete option: this option will erase the picture from the server.
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Clicking on the Filename Hyperlink will open de image directly without using any Javascript plugin,
which is different of clicking on the thumbnail or clicking on 'View' link when hovering 

Direct publishing of picture, which creates a page with a shortcode inside.
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The Thumb Editor

Sometimes pictures on screen looks wonderful, however the thumbnail doesn't look that much. 
Nextcellent offers a way of editing thumbnail on one-by-one basis if you desire.

The editor displays the original image to the left and the thumbnail output to the right. Just draw a rectangle and 
select the best area to make a thumbnail. Press Update to make the new thumbnail. A 'Thumbnail updated' will 
be display on the bottom of the window. You're done.
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The Rotate Image

The Rotate image feature offers few options to rotate and also flip the images.
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 Watch out when doing rotation operations, if the images are using loose technology (jpg) 
images tend to degrade in successive rotations. This operation doesn't have an undo operation. 
An image which rotates 90 clockwise and then 90 anticlockwise, will slightly degrade in the two-
step process.
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The image Grid Actions

There are some obvious operations, and others are not so clear, so it's fair to make an explanation on all of this:

• Set Watermark: set a watermark on every selected image.

• Create new thumbnails: this operation is particularly useful in two cases:
◦ When you ended up uploading images and aborting the thumbnail creation by accident
◦ When you change the Thumbnail Size to a different value (See Settings ahead in this Ebook)

• Resize images:  useful when you upload the images by ftp or when you change the 'Resize image' 
options and need to reprocess the images all over.

• Recover from backup: this is valid only if you enabled Backup Original on Image Settings. 

• Delete Images: massive picture deletion.

• Import metadata: copy the image metadata into Nextcellent tables. Useful to re synchronize the 
metadata between images and Nextcellent tables after several resizing/watermarks steps.

• Rotate images clockwise/counter-clockwise: It seems some more options are lacking but this one 
has some use(flip for example is not here)

• Copy to…/ Move to…: allows to copy/move images from one gallery to another.

• Add tags /Delete tags / Overwrite tags: It allows manage tags in massive way instead one by one. 
This is a very powerful feature.
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Several mass operations offered
to current gallery
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The Sort Gallery Feature

Normally when you upload the images to your selected gallery, they are not sorted,  except the order they were 
uploaded which we can call the default sort order. The Sort Gallery is a powerful feature allowing to sort the 
gallery in exactly the way you want.

Press 'Sort Gallery' to enter to Sort View.
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Sort Gallery feature is available only when you set Galleries to 'Custom Order'. See 
Settings→Gallery→Sort Options→Sort thumbnails and Sort Direction.

Illustration: Sort Gallery needs to be properly set to run.

Technically speaking , Nextcellent uses a special field in the pictures tables the sortorder field, to 
make all the sorting magic. After you finish your custom picture order, every images will have a 
predefined sortorder value. When you are saying you want to use Custom Order, you are saying to 
Nextcellent 'please take care of my sortorder values' (!)
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In the Sort Gallery page, you can presort the gallery ordering by several options: Unsorted or initial 
uploaded order, Image ID, Filename, Alt/Title, Date/Time and Ascending/Descending.

After selecting (or not) one of that options, just drag and drop images to the places you desire to finally 
obtain the order exactly as you need it.

The Sort Gallery is an absolutely powerful feature, allowing sorting your gallery in the way you wanted.
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Remember to press Update Sort Order before going back to the previous page. The gallery will be 
sorted as you planned.
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The Album Editor

As I previously mentioned, Albums is the way to organize galleries and albums. The album editor is a 
visual way of organizing Albums, using drag-and-drop to build your albums. 

To start using the Albums Editor, you'll need create an album. Put a name on Add new album textbox 
and press Add to get started.

Assembling an album is very simple: just drag & drop galleries and albums to the leftmost column, 
rearrange in the way you like it and press Update. You are done(!)
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Some important facts about Albums:

• An album can contain Galleries and also albums.

• All information about galleries and albums inside an album is stored as a serialized array in a 
field named sortorder. This array contains an ID for every gallery and an 'a' prefix for every 
referenced album.

• Do not confuse sortorder fields for pictures (used to set picture order) with album sortorder (to set 
order between galleries and albums)

• The visual Album Editor tries to do its best listing the galleries NOT used in other albums. The select 
Gallery area should show only galleries which are not in current albums. If you want to display all 
galleries, just press [Show all] option.

• Every album will be represented as red box and every gallery as a blue box, both with a plus (+) or 
minus(-) character to the right, with a clear indication about the box is minimized or minimized. Click over
+ / - to change boxes state. Those galleries/albums with preview picture will display its picture 
accordingly.

• You can also Maximize/Minimize all albums and galleries currently displayed with the [Maximize]
[Minimize] options to the right.
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There is bug in the Album Editor, allowing an Album to contain itself. 
Just avoid an Album to reference an itself!
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Illustration: Gallery 6 is minimized , Gallery 7 is 
maximized with a preview image, Album 2 (red) is 
maximized, without preview picture
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Album Editing

From this window, you can edit details about the album like:
• Album name: NOTICE: remember that you can have many albums with same name. However, they do 

differentiate by its ID (which cannot be edited)
• Album Description
• Preview image: when you display albums (which I will discuss later), you can select the picture you 

want to show as album representation.

• Page Link to: there is also an option to link the album directly to a page. When the album shortcode is 
displayed, you will go directly to the page selected.

Albums offer a very powerful and interactive feature to organize easily your galleries within seconds.
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Previous 1.9.25.3 version, the preview dropdown image list displays the latest uploaded images, 
which is not entirely accurate. The correct implementation would be to show a list of pictures 
belonging to the current album. This issue was fixed on version 1.9.26
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The Tags Options

The tags options is another powerful feature which I usually see lot of user miss their real power.

Let's see what it is, how it works, and how can we use it to our advantage.

Every time you add a picture on a gallery, a tag field is available to include text related to the image.
Some fact about tags:

• Tags needs to be comma-separated
• Tags can have space in it
• Tags are case insensitive: field1, Field1 and FIELD1 as treated as the same.
• Tags repetition: a tag repeated on an image is ignored and simplified. For example, if you put 

field1,Field1, FIELD1, Nextcellent will simplify and put the first as current tag
• Tags are lightly sanitized, excluding html tags, but accepting several characters (foreign characters,!, ?, 

[], '...' So be VERY careful about your tags.
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Tagging is an awesome feature! You can categorize your images in ways that you wouldn't be able to 
do otherwise.

Let's put an example in how I manage my pictures:

 I usually take sports pictures. I'm a triathlon fan. This sport is hard to master and requires lot of abilities to get 
through. It also requires taking photographs under several places and conditions. When making triathlon pictures
I have to catalog the picture based in several aspects:

• The event name (for example, Triathlon West Coast 2015 is tagged as wcoast2015 )
• The place: if it is a sea water, or land picture (sea,land)
• If I'm taking an athlete picture:

◦ If it is a man or woman (man,woman tags)
◦ if it is swimming, cycling or running. (swim,bicycle,run)
◦ The athlete number (number001,number002, etc.)
◦ etc, etc.
All these categorizations are saved in tags. I upload all the pictures for a single event in one single 

gallery. If I want to display all pictures I will use the nggallery shortcode. 
 

However, if I want to display specific categories, I uncover my superpower: tags feature.
Examples: 

• I'd like to show the swimming part of this event. I would use the nggTags filtering by wcoast2015, swim
tags. 

• If I need to be more specific (like cycling women) I'd use wcoast2015,swim,women to filter out. 
• If I want to be still more specific, like showing some athlete's pictures, I would use wcoast2015, 

number018.

This way of working allows picture categorization inside galleries and across galleries if I wanted. For 
example, if I use only the swim tag, Nextcellent will return all tagged pictures with swim tag value,across all the 
galleries. That's why I filtering using a tag with event name.
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The Tags Page

Let's see the tag window and find out how powerful it is.
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This is a multipurpose window where most functionality is hidden:

• To the left, you'll find all the tags currently in use, along with a number between parenthesis, saying how 
many images are tagged with a particular tag.

• Clicking on one tag automatically copy that tag into the Rename, Delete and Edit slug boxes. This is a 
speedy shortcut in case you decide to Rename, Delete or Edit a slug according a tag. You also can 
Rename, Delete or Edit Tag using many tags at same time (more on this ahead).

• The Search Tags box allows you to filter tags according name or partial name. For example: searching 
for 'h' it will filter all those tags including at least and h in its name. 

• The Sort Order options allows reordering your tags according the criteria Most popular tags, least 
used, and alphabetical. Combining Search and Sort, you'll be able organize tags lists easily

The Rename Tag Options

As Spider man would say, with great power come great responsibility.

Rename Tag can:
• Rename tags one by one: Put the tag currently to rename and the new tag name on other box. 
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To reset the Search Tags filter, clear the Search Tags and press Go.
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• Rename several tags at once: Put your tags to rename comma-separated and also their replaces on 
new tags. By example traveling, fish and the other side travel, fishing. 

• Merging tags: put the list tag to merge comma-separated and in the other box the merge name to be 
used: example: autumn, spring, summer, winter ->stations

Tag Potential conflicting scenarios

Here are some scenarios which you can encounter unintended consequences:

• Swapping Tags: you try to exchange one tag with another, for example mytag1, mytag2 to mytag2, 
mytag1

Sorry it won't work as you expect. 
Nextcellent will rename in order, one after another. The first round it will take mytag1 and it will be 

renamed mytag2.  So just in the first step, there won't be any mytag1 to be renamed. Second round, all tags 
named mytag2 will be renamed to mytag1.

Final output: all the tags will be renamed as mytag2, mytag1 will be gone.

• Merging Tags potential issue. Let's say you want to merge 5 tags you can merge into 1.

But what would happen if you want to merge: field1, field2, field3 with field4, field5?

Nothing will happen. Rename Tag feature is smart enough to abort the merging in such cases:

Merging Tags is an N-to-1 or N-to-N operation.
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if you have an existent Tag and you are renaming to another existent tag, the quantity output can't be 
predicted. 

WARNING: Rename Tag is a Very powerful option you have to handle with care.
Remember to make a database backup before proceeding to work with Rename tags.

If you want to swap tags, try to rename to an intermediate value and then exchange it to the final 
values
Example mytag1,mytag2→x1,x2 and finally x1,x2→mytag2,mytag1
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Delete Tag

The delete Tag option allows deleting single o multiple comma-separated tags.

The Edit Tag Slug

It is possible edit slugs based on tags definitions. Pictures have their own permalinks and custom tags.
So it is possible to edit their slug definition based on their tag.

This feature is rarely used and it has to be used with care.

Please refer to A brief Permalink introduction with examples (page 66) to grasp some concepts about Permalinks
and how Nextcellent make permalinks.
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This action cannot be undone. If you are unsure, make a database backup before 
proceed.
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Chapter 7: The Settings Page

The settings page is where you can control the plugins behavior. Most of the settings are simple, other requires 
deep concept behind.  

Settings are grouped by category: 

• General are general settings

• Images groups settings for single pictures and thumbnails

• Gallery concerns settings about displaying galleries

• Effects is related in what the plugin do when somebody clicks in an image.

• Watermark offers watermark positioning (graphics and/or text)

• Slideshow allows slideshow configuration.
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The General Settings Tab

• Gallery Path: sets where the albums folders are created whenever a user creates a gallery. Every 
gallery has its correspondent gallery folder.

• Silent Database upgrade: in some Nextcellent versions, there are updates requiring a database 
change. In those cases, users are warned about the change with a message, and then they have to 
proceed with the update clicking a button. In general lines, this is a Nextcellent mistake. Remote 
administrators aren't aware of this message, preventing the plugin to update correctly. Checking this 
option, assures that any database upgrade will be made without alerting users.

• Image Files: this option ensures that any gallery deleted on the plugin also removes all the images on 
the gallery.  Sometimes you need only a logical delete (the gallery is deleted from gallery plugin, but 
images are not deleted). If you need this feature, check this option.

• Select Graphic Library (GD Library / ImageMagick): Nextcellent uses graphic libraries to do some 
graphic operations (thumbnail, resize, etc.) Currently accepts GD Library and Imagemagick which has to
be installed on the server side.

• Media RSS Feed: if you check this, a RSS is generated.
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Changing Gallery path won't affect other galleries. Gallery path only sets where new folders are 
placed when a new gallery is created. 

Silent Database Upgrades is an option likely to be removed in future versions.
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• PicLens/Cooliris: Enable/disable CoolIris support a Flash-based gallery.

• Permalinks: Nextcellent has the ability of making permalinks (if required).

To explain how Nextcellent permalinks works and how they integrate Wordpress, the following 
explanation will try to clear the things out:

A   brief   Permalink introduction with examples

A permalink, as defined on Wordpress codex is a permanent URL to an individual area of your site (post,
page, category, etc.). If deactivated, Wordpress handles all parameters in an 'ugly' way like:

http://  a  -great-  cat-  site.com/?p=  123  &album=1&gallery=5

Every parameter is passed through the url in the form variable=value. In our example:
• p=123 – Page id (Wordpress)
• album= album id (Nextcellent)
• gallery=gallery id(Nextcellent)

With permalinks enabled, the same url is converted in something like:

http://  a  -great-  cat-  site.com/test-album-page/nggallery/cat-albums/cats 

which is more readable and can be understood by humans opening the door for SEO improvements. Also, the 
parameters are in some way obscured, increasing the site security.

Both links above are completely equivalent. The magic of permalink is that Wordpress can handle both 
ways transparently leveraging all the complexity in the background, and reconstructing the parameters if needed.

All the complexity is handled with a permalink engine capable of taking ugly links and convert it to 
pretty ones. This can be set from Wordpress→ Settings →Permalinks.

There is also the concept of slug. A slug is a string which identifies an object uniquely. In Wordpress, 
post and pages have their own slug. In the example above, the page 123 has the test-album-page slug, which 
is replaced in the url. When Wordpress permalink is activated, the slugs are being used to construct the proper 
permalink url. The slugs can be edited in the proper post/page in the Wordpress interface.

Nextcellent also includes its own permalink engine. To accomplish that, every picture, gallery and 
album on Nextcellent have their own slug too. 
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Cooliris is an option to be removed in future versions and re-added as a compatibility addon, since its 
development & support has stopped time ago.

If you are using Albums, this setting works in conjunction with the Inline Gallery setting (see page 72)

http://example.site/test-album-page/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://example.site/test-album-page/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://example.site/test-album-page/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://example.site/test-album-page/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://example.site/test-album-page/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://example.com/?p=N&album=1&gallery=5
http://example.com/?p=N&album=1&gallery=5
http://example.com/?p=N&album=1&gallery=5
http://example.com/?p=N&album=1&gallery=5
http://example.com/?p=N&album=1&gallery=5
http://example.com/?p=N&album=1&gallery=5
http://example.com/?p=N&album=1&gallery=5
http://codex.wordpress.org/Using_Permalinks
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But WHY Nextcellent has this? Isn't Wordpress enough? I'm afraid it isn't, but the reasons are not 
evident at first.

Let's see an example of how everything blends together.

Suppose I have a site named http://pets-store.com, where I share for cat pictures.
I have few albums and inside of them, I have few galleries. 

Let's start with a default wordpress installation and a default Nextcellent installation, both with permalinks 
disabled. 

In our particular example, we have an album, with many galleries and one of the galleries is cat pictures.
We add an album shortcode inside a page. To access directly to the gallery inside the album, the link 
constructed is

http://pets-store.com/?p=209&album=1&gallery=5 where the parameters are:

• p= page id where the album resides(added by wordpress)
• album=album id (added by Nextcellent)
• gallery=gallery id (added by Nextcellent)

Let's enable permalinks in Wordpress, and selecting Post name option

The Post name option will use directly the slug defined in the page. In our case I defined the page slug 
as test-albums
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When you enable Permalinks in Wordpress, you are not enabling automatically permalinks in 
Nextcellent. You need to manually enable this feature to make a proper permalink url without 
parameters in the url.

http://a-great-site.com/
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If we refresh the permalink structure, we access to the gallery using:

http://pets-store.com/test-albums/album=1&gallery=5 

Wordpress has magically turn one parameter (p=209)  in the equivalent slug (test-albums),adding the 
string to the url. 

However, notice that there are still 2 parameters who didn't convert, the album and gallery values. To be 
included in the permalink on we need to instruct Nextcellent to use Permalinks. That's why Nextcellent has its 
own url rewrite engine.

One little more thing: when Nextcellent permalinks are enabled, we need a gallery slug to include it in 
the url. The gallery slug ensures the link generated won't make conflict with other possible links on the site and it 
is added to the url.

By default the Gallery slug is nggallery. If you decide to change it, you will need to save gallery settings

Once activated and recreated, the links is as follows:

http://  pets-store.com  /test-album  s  /  ng  gallery/cat-albums/cats

where we can decompose the link as:
• test-album: slug for page
• nggallery: gallery slug (needed to avoid conflicts)
• cat-albums: slug for album (album=1)
• cats: slug for gallery(gallery=5)
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http://pets-store.com/test-albums/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://pets-store.com/test-albums/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://pets-store.com/test-albums/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://pets-store.com/test-albums/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://pets-store.com/test-albums/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://pets-store.com/test-albums/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
http://pets-store.com/test-albums/nggallery/cat-albums/cats
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In Nextcellent, pictures, galleries and albums have their own slug; however this is not always clear 
because Nextcellent interface doesn't allow to handle the slug value directly.

Summing up, this is how the links are constructed, with settings permalinks on and off in Wordpress/Nextcellent:

WP Permalinks OFF WP Permalinks ON

Nextcellent 
Permalinks 

OFF

pets-store.com/?p=209&album=1&gallery=5    pets-store.com/test-album-page/?album=1&gallery=5

Nextcellent 
Permalinks 

ON

pets-store.com/?p=209&album=cat-albums&gallery=cats pets-store.com/test-album-page/nggallery/cat-albums/cats

Notice that Nextcellent permalinks can be enabled even Wordpress Permalinks are disabled. This could 
end up in a mix of parameter types. All links above should be valid if both permalink engines are on.
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Nextcellent makes slugs for their different objects based on these directives:
• Pictures: Uses Alt & Title text field to create the picture slug
• Galleries: Make use of the Title text field to create the gallery slug
• Albums: Uses the Name text field to create the album slug

In every case, the text are sanitized to create the appropriate slug. When you are editing titles and 
names indirectly you are changing slugs too(!)

In practice, every time you save or update pictures, galleries and albums, their slugs are saved/updated
too. The recreate URLs button (the 'Start now' button) refreshes ALL slugs for those objects. Since the 
button is using Ajax, there is no need to save settings to make this refresh. Brief messages will be 
displayed notifying the update status and in few seconds all slugs will be up-to-date.

'Start now' button does not work with the gallery slug, nor it is related in anyway. If you change the 
Gallery Slug   , you'll need to save settings, because for one side, the new value is saved, and also, the 
Nextcellent rewrite engine is flushed to start working with the new Gallery slug.
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• Add related images: add related images is a feature which will add a gallery under posts (NOT pages). 
You can set Categories/Tags and how many images display if activated

 Related Galleries have few details to put an eye on:
• Related Galleries are added to the end of the post's content using a filter add_filter('the_content', 

array(&$this, 'convert_shortcode')); (shorcodes.php)

• The the_related_images function (the_related_images($type = 'tags|category', $maxNumbers = 7)) 
is available to be used for theme designers.

• Image list is displayed in randomized form. Every post refresh will show a different set / order of image 
result.

• Gallery is wrapped with <div class='ngg-related-gallery'></div> giving a chance of customizing the 
gallery display.

• The filter ngg_show_related_gallery_content is the last chance of modifying the final HTML gallery 
output:
 $out = apply_filters('ngg_show_related_gallery_content', $out, $taglist);

The filter sends the html output to be displayed, along with the tag list (a string with comma-separated of
tags).This list will depend of current settings (tag list or category list from the post)

• Notice the setting is global. You can work with Post Tags or Post Categories, but you can't mix it.
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How it works: When you activate Related images, a gallery with tag-image collection is displayed on the
posts footer.
The image collection depends on what tags/categories are in the post. The Related Images uses 

tags/categories in the post to locate images with the SAME tags.

Think about Related Images as you were using the nggTags shortcode and the input tags are the 
Categories or tags from the current post.

Let's say you are writing an article about dogs and you want to put images related to dogs. The only thing you'd 
need is activate this feature and add to the post a tag named 'dog'. Nextcellent will create a gallery on the fly 
with images having that tag.

Setting Categories instead Tags works pretty much the same. A post with a category 'cat' will display pictures 
tagged with cat.

You can put as many tags/categories as you need in the post. Nextcellent will mix all the results in one single 
gallery. 

 See an example of ngg_show_related_gallery_content on Additional: Code Examples, page
110 
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• The amount of images displayed depends on Max. number of images set in settings

The Images Settings Tab

Resize images: It is possible to resize the images when an image is uploaded, customizing also the Image 
quality (between 0-100)

Image Quality: quality image if resized.

Backup Original: If image is resized there is a chance to preserve the original.

Notes when resizing:
• if Backup original is on, the image will be stored with a '_backup' suffix. For example if the uploaded 

picture's name is custom_bkg.jpg the backup would be custom_bkg_backup.jpg

The Thumbnails Settings Tab

All these parameter will affect thumbnail properties:
• Thumbnail Size
• Fixed Size
• Thumbnail quality

Notes when changing thumbnail settings:
• Thumbnails are stored in the thumbs folder in the gallery folder 
• Every thumbnail stored has a suffix named thumbs_

The Clear cache button

Notes when using cache:

• cache depends on Gallery Path settings (configured in The General Settings Tab), residing under a 
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Did I mention Resize Images is an operation that will destroy metadata?. Indeed, resize and 
watermarking destroy EXIF information. To overcome that, Nextcellent takes care the EXIF data, saving 
it BEFORE it gets resized or watermarked.

Image Quality is applied to loosy compression formats (JPG,JPEG). Ignore image quality for lossless 
data compression formats (such PNG and GIF

Pages lack this feature since a page does not have category nor tags. Use nggTags shortcode 
instead.
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folder named cache. By default it is in wp-content/gallery/cache
• Clear cache only deletes all files on the cache folder.
• Caching works mostly with single pictures and thumbnails. It does not work for galleries and albums.

The Gallery Settings Tab

• Inline Gallery: This settings affect only galleries in albums  (so, users using The album shortcode 
(see page 102) are warned!) and it works in conjunction with the Permalinks settings (see page
66). This setting decides how to manage gallery links on albums.

◦ If Inline Gallery is off (unchecked):
▪ Every gallery link will link to the Page Linked to (see page 44). 
▪ If your gallery does not have a Page Linked, the link will be incorrectly generated, pointing to the

album instead of the gallery (!)
▪  Currently Nextcellent does not warn you about this problem, so you might figure it out.

◦ If Inline Gallery is on (checked):
▪ The link generated is made of parameters, depending of Nextcellent permalink state. To 

understand how it works, please go to A brief Permalink introduction with examples in page 66

• Images per page: By default, galleries can be represented as an infinite horizontal line of images, 
where you can rearrange it as many grids. Nextcellent places every image one after the other, from left 
to right. When the right border of the page is reached, it will continue down there (that is the usual 
behavior, depending of CSS style on the page). Nextcellent will continue placing images one after the 
other until all images are displayed. Zero value means to place every image in one page. When Images 
per page is smaller than images on the gallery, a pagination will occur.

• Columns: combining Images per page and columns you are defining the grid dimensions to display in a 
page. 
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This topic is causing many headaches and questions on the forums, because is extremely 
easy to make a wrong configuration. Follow this rule to ensure your galleries links on 
albums are correctly generated:

◦ If you are NOT using Page Linked to (see page 44 ) , just check Inline Gallery and set 
Permalinks if you want pretty links (see  Permalinks page 66). Otherwise, leave 
Permalinks off

◦  If you are using Page Linked feature, make sure that EVERY gallery included in the 
albums have their own Page to go. Otherwise, you will end up with a bad link 
configuration
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An example gallery with default settings, will display all images in one page
until all are displayed. Nextcellent fill the space from left to right. The top to

down disposition is because of the way the page is constructed, combined with
CSS

Same gallery with 15 images per page. Notice image gap to top right, because the current page
design allows a grid to 8×2 =16 images
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• Slideshow: allows you select to switch to slideshow from current photo gallery.

• Show first: decide if show thumbnails or slideshow first. 

• ImageBrowser: ImageBrowser is an effect where the images are cycling one into another. It will display 
the images one by one. 

• Hidden images: Depending of gallery dimensions you can opt by loading all the images to make a soft 
transition. You'll need to balance performance with resources.

• Ajax Pagination: if you are paginating your galleries, the ajax pagination allows to manage several 
pages without reloading the page.
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The ImageBrowser handle very little javascript in comparison with a gallery, forcing a reload page 
for every image (for example Ajax Pagination is not loaded).

Ajax Pagination only works with shutter Effect(!). Even the Settings tell you that, there is not internal 
checking to warn you if accidentally other effect is selected.

Same gallery with 5 columns per page, making a grid of 3×5
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• Sort Options →Sort thumbnails / Sort direction. The Sort options decides how the thumbnails are 
sorted when a gallery/album shortcode is used.  

If custom order is not used, there are available several options, that combined with Sort Direction make
plenty options to be considered.

The Effects Settings Tab

When displaying images, Nextcellent is capable of integrate several different effects.

Displaying single pictures in a fancy way is very popular nowadays. That's why Nextcellent provides 
several options : None (if you plan to avoid using it),Thickbox,  Lightbox, Highslide, Shutter. Most users 

would have enough features using the default value (Thickbox), but I would recommend to take a look and try 
other options if time is available.

Since there is an explosion of different lightbox plugins out there, there is also a Custom option to include more 
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Custom order is used when you decide to manually order your images. Check The Sort Gallery 
Feature (page 52 )

http://planetozh.com/projects/lightbox-clones/
http://www.laptoptips.ca/javascripts/shutter-reloaded/
http://highslide.com/
http://lokeshdhakar.com/projects/lightbox2/
http://codylindley.com/thickbox/
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possibilities.

How the Custom option works? An Intro

This is a basic theory so you better customize effects with Nextcellent. I'm not going deep into details, 
only primary concepts.

Most of Lightbox-like libraries works in similar way. An image tag is surrounded with a hyperlink tag. The 
code responsible of firing the effect consist in a slight modification on the hyperlink:

<a title=”My title”  href=”my_image_link” class="thickbox" rel="%GALLERY_NAME%">
<img title="xxxxx" alt="yyyyy" src="my_thumbnail_image" class="zzzz">

</a>

The text in red is what Nextcellent is going to change from one library to another. This is what in the Effects tab is
the Link Code line is talking about.

A live example:
<a title="My title" href="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/dogs/dog-010.jpg" class="thickbox" 
rel="singlepic56">

<img title="dog-010" alt="dog-010" src="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-
content/gallery/cache/56__100x75_dog-010.jpg" class="ngg-singlepic ngg-center">
</a>

After this modification, Nextcellent makes sure of including the appropriate JavaScript library, to detect when the 
users clicks over the image and display the image.

In order to include your own custom Lightbox library proceed as follows:
• Select Custom
• Put the appropriate code field there
• Save Settings
• That's it

Note: I'm not related with Easy Fancy box plugin, it is just an example I find it googling.
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An example:

The Easy Fancy Box plugin provides a way to integrate with NextGen, and it will also work with 
Nextcellent. If you go and search in the FAQ you will find the same instructions, adding the following 
code field:   class="fancybox" rel="%GALLERY_NAME%"

https://wordpress.org/plugins/easy-fancybox/
http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/dogs/dog-010.jpg
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The Watermark Tab

The watermark is another powerful Nextcellent feature allowing watermarking single picture / mass pictures with few 

clicks. The watermark operation has two options. Using an image as watermark and Using a text.
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Initially, there is no selection. Make sure you select Text or Image as watermark, clicking the correct option.
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Using Images as watermark

• You can use jpg, jpeg, gif, and png files to make watermarking

• You need to provide the appropriate watermark size for your images. Nextcellent currently doesn't 
handle aspects like resizing watermark.

• The watermark operation will depend on the Graphic Library selected on Select Graphic Library, 
although both libraries will support watermarking.

• You can position the image using the preview option to the right and adjusting offset (distance to the 
picture's borders) accordingly.

• You need to save the settings to refresh the preview

• Remember watermarking affects EXIF metadata on pictures

Using Text as Watermark

Nextcellent provides a lot of parameters to make a simple & quick text watermark:

• Font: default font provided is arial.ttf
Warning: in 1.9.26 plugin mistakenly says nggallery/fonts instead the proper path.

• Font Size: set the size in pixels.

• Color: Set the Font color

• Text: This is the text you want to display. Note: HTML tags are not accepted and rendered as is.

• Opaque (opacity). You can control the Text Opacity here.

• As same as image watermark, the preview image allows to position precisely the text, controlling the 
distance from the borders with the Offset parameter. You'll need to save the settings and reload the 
page and see how it will look.
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For watermark pictures it is recommended using PNG and GIF graphics, since these formats
supports transparency, which allows going beyond of square/rectangular watermarks. 
Upload the images using Nextcellent or media Gallery and then paste the link on to url 
Watermark settings

You can upload more fonts on [folder-plugin]/fonts folders. The fonts has to be True Type Fonts (.ttf 
extension) to be properly used. Every font will be added on the listbox automatically. (You should need 
to refresh the page to reload the fonts).
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Brand new on 1.9.26: This version included the option of changing the preview picture to check how 
the watermark behaves on different images. This option takes advantage of being Ajax featured, 
meaning you can see how the watermark looks on different images without reloading.
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The Slideshow Tab

The slideshow tab allows configuring the global settings for Nextcellent slideshows. 

The older slideshow provided by Nextcellent was based on the Flash JW rotator, now replaced with Animate.css
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A Nextcellent addon will be released in the future, for those looking for the older slideshow. At this 
present time, it is hard to define a date. (and that is because current Nextcellent version still doesn't 
support addons, however a Beta already does)

http://daneden.github.io/animate.css/
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Chapter 8: The Style Editor

How Nextcellent manages styles for galleries

Nextcellent style management is simple, and it evolved along Wordpress introducing several improvements. 
Let's see what is all about, starting with an example.

In the following image we can see a typical wordpress installation folder in a site I'm working on:
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In this example let's assume that I'm working using a custom theme (woc_version_5). Let's see what you should 
need to know:

• When you install Nextcellent first time, it comes with several pre-designed stylesheets you can find 
under [plugin-folder]/css. 

• In the installation, the default style (the famous nggallery.css file) will be activated and added to the list
of stylesheets used currently by current Wordpress theme.

• You can switch the stylesheet just going to Galleries →Styles, selecting a style and pressing 'Activate' 
button.

• Also, the stylesheet can be deactivated just unchecking the 'Activate and use style sheet' and 
pressing Activate (not a happy button name, but it will work, I promise).

You can go to Galleries → Styles and see the drop down list, which provides additional info when 
selected:

• CSS Name in the dropdown list. To the right of the style name, between parenthesis, it tells the   style file
folder. There can be only two places: css (the [plugin-folder]\css I mentioned previously and 
ngg_styles location... .We'll discuss the ngg_style folder later.

• Stylesheet Author: this is the author name who made the file

• Stylesheet Version: it can be any value, although version usually tells in what plugin version was 
updated.

• Stylesheet description: brief description to help understand the style.

• File location: physical path for stylesheet
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You also see the style window, allowing style editing. The Update File button allows changing the style 
in-place. But it will be moved to ngg_styles.
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Illustration: Style Editor with Default style, windows editor and Update File button below

 The stylesheet editor works slightly different that you could think at first. When you edit a stylesheet in 
the [plugin-folder]\css, if you press Update File you are actually making a modified copy under 
ngg_styles. This is on purpose: your work will be safe for any future plugin & theme updates.
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What is the ngg_styles folder?

To understand what is the nature of ngg_styles folder, let's review some details about how Wordpress 
plugins works. 

FACT: Every time we make a plugin upgrade, the plugin folder is completely erased and replaced with 
the new plugin's version. Every change you make, every file you add under plugin folder will be lost forever, no 
questions asked...

FACT: If you edited stylesheets in the [plugin-folder]/css, the next plugin update will reset ALL 
stylesheets on css folder and your work will be lost!. (Added files will be also deleted).

WORKAROUND 1:  Nextcellent is capable of detecting if current theme has a   nggallery.css   file. When 
this happens, this file takes precedence over default Nextcellent stylesheet ([plugin-folder]\css\whatever.css).
This allows effectively work with custom stylesheets without worrying about plugin updates.
 

Putting nggallery.css in theme's folder poses another challenge:

FACT: if you change the theme, you have to carry your Nextcellent stylesheet with you or your changes 
with Nextcellent stylesheet will remain in other theme.

FACT: several themes now have an update option. Depending the procedure, it means the complete 
theme is deleted and replaced with the new version… and so we lost the ngg stylesheet in the process.

There are three ways of creating this folder:
• Manually: create the folder and put a copy of your custom nggallery.css there. After that, select it from 

dropdown list on the Style Editor page.
• Automatically: when you edit a stylesheet belonging to [plugin-folder]\css folder and press Update File, 

the modified file is generated under ngg_styles and pointed automatically. If there is no folder, it will be 
created.

• Automatic 2: If you are working with legacy NextGen versions and old themes, there is a chance you 
have the file nggallery.css included in the theme. In such case, Nextcellent gives the chance of moving 
the file to ngg_styles and point to that file automatically (and also creating ngg_styles if necessary)
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Putting the nggallery.css on the current theme's folder was the classic way of working with older 
NextGen plugin version. However, it has some issues too, which I will cover right now

SOLUTION: the wp-content\ngg_styles is a folder to preserve styles between plugin and themes 
updates. The Style Editor scan the [plugin-folder]\css and wp-content\ngg_styles to list all possible 
stylesheets to select from.

When you install Nexcellent, the folder ngg_styles does not exist by default. You can manually create 
or leave the task to Nextcellent in most cases.
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If Nextcellent detects a 
nggalley.css in your theme , you 
have the chance to move it to 
ngg_styles. The button Move File
will do the task for you, and 
pointing the file path correctly.

Since this is a legacy behavior, we discourage putting nggallery.css on folder's theme. The Style 
Editor will be locked disallowing style selection. Instead, an option will be displayed to move the file 
to ngg_styles folder.
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CSS Headers

Stylesheets usually have a CSS header to help users an easy identification

A proper CSS header should have:
• A CSS Name:
• A description:
• An author:
• A Version:(optional)
• Everything else is optional.

Example of CSS header:

/*
CSS Name: Default Styles
Description: NextGEN Default Gallery Stylesheet
Author: NextCellent
Version: 1.9.22

This is a template stylesheet that can be used with NextGEN Gallery. I tested the
styles with a default theme Kubrick. Modify it when your theme struggle with it,
it's only a template design

*/

Additional hooks and considerations

If you want to control the stylesheet a little bit more, there are some hooks provided to such effect:

• The plugin check if the filter ngg_load_stylesheet is activated. If it is, it will override Nextcellent
style (activated or not)

Additional Guide explanations
http://wpgetready.com/wiki/nextcellent-plugin/nextcellent-filter-
list/
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Three first fields CSS Name, Description and Author are mandatory to help Nextcellent to make the 
dropdown list with stylesheet information. If the stylesheet fails to include those fields, If you see odd 
values in the listbox, like text with only (css) or (ngg_styles), it means that Nextcellent was unable to 
identify the CSS file although it's listed in which folder the 'header-less css' is located.
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Chapter 9: The Role / Capabilities Page

This page allows to manage permission levels around several plugin sections. This is for advanced users to limit 
access to different plugin's sections.
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Chapter 10: The About Page

Every piece of software is the result of many, many people who contributed in some way or other. Many 
of them are anonymous; some made little contributions, some great ones.  
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Contributor List is about to change, reflecting Older contributors (which made NextGen a reality) 
versus new contributors (which currently made contributions to Nextcellent)
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Chapter 11: The Reset/Uninstall Page

The Reset Setting button will reset all settings as if the plugin was just installed. 

The 'Uninstall plugin' button will delete the ngg_pictures, ngg_gallery and ngg_album, effectively deleting all 
data related with the images. It also deletes all option configuration and also all capabilities included in the plugin
(See Role/Capabilities).
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IMPORTANT: No albums or galleries are altered/modified/deleted, just only all parameters in Gallery 
Settings to its default factory settings.

The Uninstall plugin doesn't touch any folder on the installation. Pictures and folders will remain in 
the same place.  Basically, this procedure is the same if we were to uninstall the plugin, with the 
exception plugin is not removed.
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Chapter 12: The Template System 

Nextcellent uses few Chapter 13: Shortcodes to display images, galleries and albums. Most of them are related 
with Chapter 12: The Template System  managing the way of displaying the images.

A template system with lot of possibilities

By default, the template system is based on the [plugin-folder]\view folder, where all templates resides.

Currently, several shortcodes are connected with a template in the view.

Shortcode Connected with template file

[singlepic…] singlepic.php

[nggallery…] gallery.php
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Illustration: plugin's folders and files on the view 
system
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[nggallery template='caption'…] gallery-caption.php

[nggallery template='carousel'…] gallery-carousel.php

[album template='compact'…] album-compact.php

[album template='extended'…] album-extended.php

[imagebrowser …] imagebrowser.php

[imagebrowser template='exif'…] imagebrowser-exif.php

[imagebrowser template='caption'…] imagebrowser-caption.php

If you look closer, you'll quickly find there is (something like) a pattern. Every shortcode and template attribute 
has its correlated file. For example [album template='compact'…]  has its correlative file album-compact.php

This is not a coincidence: the template system makes an attempt to have a standard way of constructing related 
files where uses $shortcodename-$template to find the correct file.  (The exception would be nggallery since it 
would be in conflict with another shortcode named gallery.)

Aside those shortcodes, there are others with different purposes, some of them reuses the template system, and
some others have other targets in mind:

Name Equivalent

[nggalbum…] Same as [album…] (mostly legacy)

[thumb…] Displays a thumb gallery, uses same 
template system as nggallery 

[random…] Displays random pictures, uses same 
template system as nggallery

[recent…] Displays recent pictures, same template 
system as nggallery

[nggtags…] Not using template system. Dual mode, 
changing if using album or gallery

[slideshow…] Not using template system. 

[tagcloud …] Not using template system, based on 
wp_generate_tag_cloud function
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Shortcode singlepic supports template and follow the pattern ([singlepic template='mytemplate'…]
will use singlepic-mytemplate.php). Currently there is a limitation (to be overruled in near future: 
shortcode [album…] album always requires a template
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Template loading and preserving the templates between updates.

We already told you that all templates are stored on [plugin-folder]\view
You are free to modify the templates, however there is an issue similar as Nextcellent stylesheets: every 
template is reset when plugin is updated.

The good news is that there are few options to get templates from outside the default view folder:
• The ngg_render_template filter (apply_filters('ngg_render_template', false, $template_name); allows 

to modify where the template is stored and retrieve a different template from anywhere else

• If there is a template in [theme-folder]\nggallery, with the same name, this template is loaded instead 
default in [plugin-folder]\view. 
For example, we can copy gallery-compact.php from [plugin-folder]\view\gallery-compact.php to [theme-
folder]\nggallery\gallery-compact.php and modify this template, which it will safe from plugin updates 
(although not for theme updates…)

Second example: Copy gallery-compact.php from default view folder to [theme-folder]\nggallery\gallery-
mytemplate.php (notice file renaming)
After that invoke your custom template with:
[nggallery template=mytemplate …]

• Let's say we have [nggallery template=whatever] and there is no gallery-whatever.php. Nextcellent will 
attempt one more try looking for whatever.php (excluding the 'gallery-' prefix) for all folders (view and 
nggallery). If it finds it, it will load. However I cannot recommend it, since it can be confusing. It's better to
keep a naming convention.
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The Image Metadata

Every image has metadata capabilities. In short, an image can carry itself information to describe picture 
characteristics (like resolution, date, camera, orientation, and so on). Almost every digital camera and 
cellphones store metadata in pictures using EXIF format. 
But also, most of images supports several others formats, like IPTC and XMP (which it is almost the facto 
standard) 

I would like to recommend some links to get a basic concept of these standards:
• EXIF (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exchangeable_image_file_format)
• IPTC (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Press_Telecommunications_Council)
• XMP (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extensible_Metadata_Platform)
• I would also recommend http://www.photometadata.org/META-101 and 

http://www.photometadata.org/META-101-metadata-types to get a basic idea of what kind of information
can be stored in a picture.

Watermark and metadata

Being said that, there are operations which will destroy the metadata inside a picture. Watermarking and 
resizing are operations that will destroy metadata.

In that case, Nextcellent do its best to preserving metadata, saving it to the database. However, the plugin does 
NOT try to save or restore the metadata inside the picture. The preserved metadata is linked to the image, but 
not inside of it.

http://www.photometadata.org/META-101-metadata-types
http://www.photometadata.org/META-101
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extensible_Metadata_Platform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Press_Telecommunications_Council
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exchangeable_image_file_format
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An introduction to the template system

Warning: you should be proficient in PHP to understand the template system.

The singlepic template

Whenever a picture template is prepared to render, Nextcellent loads several variables to be available on the 
template:

• Information about the image. That would be the $image variable holding information like caption, 
imageURL, thumbnail url, and so on. Note this info is NOT only metadata, but info handled by 
Nextcellent for every image.

• Information about metadata. That would be the $meta variable. Since this object is fairly complex, the 
information is cleaned up and delivered on other several objects as $exif, $iptc,$xmp and $db (the last 
one is metadata stored in the database).

• Try to simplify and use proper objects instead using $meta for everything

<?php 
/**
Template Page for the single pic
Follow variables are useable:
   $image: Contain all about the image 
   $meta: Contain the raw Meta data from the image 
   $exif: Contain the clean up Exif data from file
   $iptc: Contain the clean up IPTC data from file 
   $xmp: Contain the clean up XMP data from file
   $db: Contain the clean up META data from the database (should be imported during upload)
Please note: A Image resize or watermarking operation will remove all meta information, exif will in this case 
loaded from database 
 You can check the content when you insert the tag <?php var_dump($variable) ?>
 If you would like to show the timestamp of the image, you can use <?php echo $exif['created_timestamp'] ?>
**/
?>
<?php if (!defined ('ABSPATH')) die ('No direct access allowed'); ?>

<?php if (!empty ($image)) : ?>
<a href="<?php echo $image->imageURL ?>" title="<?php echo $image->linktitle ?>" <?php echo 

$image->thumbcode ?> >
   <img class="<?php echo $image->classname ?>" src="<?php echo $image->thumbnailURL ?>" 
alt="<?php echo $image->alttext ?>" title="<?php echo $image->alttext ?>" />

</a>
<?php if (!empty ($image->caption)) : ?><span><?php echo $image->caption ?></span><?php 

endif; ?>
<?php endif; ?>
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The Image Object ($image)

The first object provided is the Image Object, having most of information about the picture to be handled.

Most of the info will be accessed directly using object terminology like for example $image→imageURL
There is also array returned on several cases, for example 
$image→meta_data['height'] 
$image→meta_data['thumbnail']['width']
In several cases, the object return a pre-assembled HTML segments to display directly. Examples are href, 
imageHTML,thumbHTML and href_link

Other Objects

Most other objects provide auxiliary information to make the template easier to handle. Much of the information 
is redundant: for example exif, iptc, xmp and db are contained in the meta object, it is just divided on several 
variable to make it easier to handle.

•  $meta: Contain the raw Meta data from the image 

•  $exif: Contain the clean up Exif data from file

•  $iptc: Contain the clean up IPTC data from file 

•  $xmp: Contain the clean up XMP data from file

• $db: Contain the clean up META data from the database (should be imported during upload)
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Example: this is a dump for the object nggImage to get an idea of what kind of data can be found

object(nggImage)[300]
  public 'errmsg' => string '' (length=0)
  public 'error' => boolean false
  public 'imageURL' => string 
'http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg' (length=64)
  public 'thumbURL' => string 'http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/thumbs/thumbs_bp17.jpg' (length=78)
  public 'imagePath' => string 'D:/RenoVektor/Dropbox/Software/XAMPP/htdocs/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg' (length=91)
  public 'thumbPath' => string 'D:/RenoVektor/Dropbox/Software/XAMPP/htdocs/singlesite/wp-
content/gallery/assorted/thumbs/thumbs_bp17.jpg' (length=105)
  public 'href' => string '<a href="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg" title="Automated navigation system using 
Android and several chips" class="shutterset_assorted">

<img alt="USA auto robot" src="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg"/></a>' (length=278)
  public 'thumbPrefix' => string 'thumbs_' (length=7)
  public 'thumbFolder' => string '/thumbs/' (length=8)
  public 'galleryid' => string '9' (length=1)
  public 'pid' => string '184' (length=3)
  public 'filename' => string 'bp17.jpg' (length=8)
  public 'description' => string 'Automated navigation system using Android and several chips' (length=59)
  public 'alttext' => string 'USA auto robot' (length=14)
  public 'imagedate' => string '2014-05-13 14:33:00' (length=19)
  public 'exclude' => string '0' (length=1)
  public 'thumbcode' => string 'class="shutterset_singlepic184"' (length=31)
  public 'name' => string 'assorted' (length=8)
  public 'path' => string 'wp-content/gallery/assorted' (length=27)
  public 'title' => string 'assorted' (length=8)
  public 'pageid' => string '0' (length=1)
  public 'previewpic' => string '187' (length=3)
  public 'permalink' => string '' (length=0)
  public 'image_slug' => string 'usa-auto-robot' (length=14)
  public 'post_id' => string '0' (length=1)
  public 'sortorder' => string '0' (length=1)
  public 'meta_data' => 
    array (size=17)
      0 => boolean false,'aperture' => boolean false,'credit' => boolean false,'camera' => boolean false,'caption' => boolean false,     
'created_timestamp' => boolean false,'copyright' => boolean false,'focal_length' => boolean false, iso' => boolean false,'shutter_speed' => 
boolean false,'flash' => boolean false,'title' => string 'USA/' (length=4),'keywords' => boolean false,'width' => int 990,'height' => int 752
      'saved' => boolean true,'thumbnail' =>,
 array (size=2)           'width' => int 100,          'height' => int 75
  public 'extras_post_id' => string '0' (length=1)
  public 'updated_at' => null
  public 'gid' => string '9' (length=1)
  public 'slug' => string 'assorted' (length=8)
  public 'galdesc' => string '' (length=0)
  public 'author' => string '1' (length=1)
  public 'imageHTML' => string '
<a href="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg" title="Automated navigation system using Android and several 
chips" class="shutterset_assorted">

<img alt="USA auto robot" src="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg"/></a>' (length=278)
  public 'thumbHTML' => string '
<a href="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg" title="Automated navigation system using Android and several 
chips" class="shutterset_assorted">
<img alt="USA auto robot" src="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/thumbs/thumbs_bp17.jpg"/></a> (length=292)
  public 'thumbnailURL' => string 'http://localhost/singlesite/index.php?
callback=image&amp;pid=184&amp;width=&amp;height=&amp;mode=' (length=97)
  public 'href_link' => string '<a href="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg" title="Automated navigation system 
using Android and several chips" class="shutterset_assorted"><img alt="USA auto robot" src="http://localhost/singlesite/wp-
content/gallery/assorted/bp17.jpg"/></a>' (length=278)
  public 'linktitle' => string 'Automated navigation system using Android and several chips' (length=59)
  public 'classname' => string 'ngg-singlepic' (length=13)
  public 'height' => int 0
  public 'width' => int 0
  public 'caption' => string '' (length=0)
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The Meta Object ($meta)

The $meta variable holds ALL metadata information in raw format.
Also, $meta includes a reference of Image object. However this reference lacks of few values (these are 
thumbnailURL, href_link, link_title, classname, height, width and caption.) Note: height, width and caption 
are zero or empty values.
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Illustration: an example of $meta object provided (from PhpStorm sample)

Try to avoid using $meta→image. Instead make use of $image variable
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Illustration: an example of arrays 
exif_data,iptc_data from $meta variable
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An XMP metadata example

XMP metadata is stored in xml format. An example of XMP metadata in a picture would be:

 <x:xmpmeta xmlns:x="adobe:ns:meta/" x:xmptk="Adobe XMP Core 5.0-c060 61.134777, 2010/02/12-17:32:00        ">
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">

<rdf:Description rdf:about="" xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 
xmlns:photoshop="http://ns.adobe.com/photoshop/1.0/" xmlns:xmp="http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/" 
xmlns:xmpMM="http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/mm/" xmlns:stRef="http://ns.adobe.com/xap/1.0/sType/ResourceRef#" 
photoshop:AuthorsPosition="FRE" xmp:CreatorTool="Adobe Photoshop CS5 Macintosh" 
xmpMM:InstanceID="xmp.iid:E92825AF8F3D11E29CE28F0A56864068" 
xmpMM:DocumentID="xmp.did:E92825B08F3D11E29CE28F0A56864068">

<dc:creator>
<rdf:Seq>

<rdf:li>JIM URQUHART</rdf:li>
</rdf:Seq>

</dc:creator>
<dc:title>

<rdf:Alt>
<rdf:li xml:lang="x-default">USA/</rdf:li>

</rdf:Alt>
</dc:title>
<xmpMM:DerivedFrom stRef:instanceID="xmp.iid:E6ACA4948F3D11E29CE28F0A56864068" 

stRef:documentID="xmp.did:E92825AE8F3D11E29CE28F0A56864068"/>
</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>
</x:xmpmeta>

The gallery templates

The gallery template is the most ambitious template and it is used by several shortcodes at once.
Current Nextcellent version makes the following data available when rendering a template in the form gallery-
$mytemplate.php. The following display view\gallery.php: 

• a $gallery object: this object holds the gallery information (title, description, and so on)
• an $images collection: images in the gallery. Every element in the $images collection an image object.

/**
Template Page for the gallery overview
Follow variables are available:
   $gallery     : Contain all about the gallery (object type stdClass)
This object can have the following values:
        ->ID: Gallery ID (integer)
        ->show_slideshow: true|false. If it is true, there are two more properties available:
            ->slideshow_link: link for slideshow  (only present if show_slideshow exists)
            ->slideshow_link_text: link for slideshow (only present if show_slideshow exists)
        ->show_piclens      : true|false. If it is true there is another property available
            ->piclens_link      : link for piclens (javascript routine) (only if show_piclens exists)
        ->name: gallery name (string)
        ->title: gallery title
        ->description: gallery description
        ->pageid: Page Id
        ->anchor            : Unique ID generated by gallery ID and current page with format 'ngg-gallery-' . $galleryID . '-' . 
$current_page;
        ->columns: number of columns(integer)
        ->image width        : style for use in template format: 'style-width: floor(100/columns)'
   $images: Contain all images, path, title
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        This is a collection of image(s). Every image has the following properties:
            $image (object type nggImage)
                ->hidden: image is hidden
                ->style: style for image when hidden
                ->pidlink   : permalink for image
                ->metadata: image metadata. This is an array containing:
                                    ->metadata['thumbnail']: image thumbnail information.
                              This is an array containing:
                             ['thumbnail']['width']: thumbnail width
                            ['thumbnail']['height']: thumbnail height
                ->url: image url
                ->imageURL: image url where the filter ngg_create_gallery_link is applied first
                ->size string with picture size in the form 'width="'xxxx'" height="'yyy'"'
                ->thumbcode: thumbcode (?)
                ->caption: image caption
                ->description: image description
                ->alttext: image alttext
              from nggImage: errmsg, error, imageURL, thumbURL, imagePath, thumbPath, href, thumbPrefix, thumbFolder, 
galleryid, pid, filename, description, alttext, imagedate, exclude, thumbcode, name, path, title, pageid, previewpic, permalink, 
tags
   $pagination  : (string) Contain the pagination content (created with class nggNavigation->create_navigation)
 You can check the content when you insert the tag <?php var_dump($variable) ?>
 If you would like to show the timestamp of the image, you can use <?php echo $exif['created_timestamp'] ?>
**/
?>

The album templates

In the same way, albums templates carries their own variables to make objects available to templates

/**
Template Page for the album overview
Follow variables are useable:
   $album: Contain information about the album
        id: album id
 *      name: album name
 *      slug: album slug
 *      albumdesc: album description
 *      sortorder: array with galleries and albumes (every sub-album has prefixed an 'a' for example a23)
 *      pageid: page id for the album (0 if nothing)
 *      extras_post_id: no idea
 *      galleries_ids: array of id galleries.
 *
   $galleries   : Array Containing all galleries inside this album
 *  Every object in $galleries representing a gallery is a stdClass object.
 *      Every gallery can have the following properties:
 *          gid: gallery id
 *          name: gallery name
 *          slug: slug name
 *          path: gallery path from wp-content. For example wp-content\gallery\cats
 *          title: gallery title
 *          galdesc: Gallery description
 *          pageid: page id if I have one, 0 for no picture
 *          previewpic: I'm guessing: id picture representing the gallery
 *          author: "1" 
 *          extras_post_id:
 *          counter: 
 *          previewname: filename preview name without the path (for example "cat-001.jpg")
 *          previewurl: url for the gallery thumbnail
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 *          pagelink: url for the gallery page
   $pagination: Contain the pagination content
 You can check the content when you insert the tag <?php var_dump($variable) ?>
 If you would like to show the timestamp of the image, you can use <?php echo $exif['created_timestamp'] ?>
**/

Notes with Album Templates.
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1.9.26 seems to handle incorrectly a mix of galleries and albums. The problem seems to be 
originated that template only expects galleries instead another album.
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Chapter 13: Shortcodes
Shortcodes makes use of templates and allows to render pictures, galleries and albums.

Shortcode Connected with template file

[singlepic template='template_name'] Displays a single picture

[nggallery template='template_name'] Displays a gallery

[album template='template_name'] Displays an album. [nggalbum] does the 
same thing (for legacy purposes]

[imagebrowser template='template_name'] Displays an ImageBrowser

[thumb template='template_name'] Displays a thumb gallery

[random template='template_name'] Display a random gallery of pictures. 
Over seeded by the recent shortcode

[recent template='template_name'] Display a series of picture based on 
specific criteria

[nggtags] Displays a series of picture based on 
tag names

[slideshow] Starts a slideshow

[tagcloud] Displays a tag cloud

The singlepic shortcode

[singlepic id=191 w=200 h=100 mode=watermark float=center link=http://www.example.com]Austria 
picture[/singlepic] 

Parameters:
• id: Picture Id
• w, h: width/height in pixels
• mode: no effect/watermark/web20: watermark provides picture with watermark. Web 2.0 will display an 

image with reflection.
• Float: none/left/center/right. Position the image on the page
• link: optional link for the image
• template: optional template (even it is not defined)
• Caption: set the caption between [singlepic]Caption Here[/singlepic] tags

Things to consider when using singlepic shortcode:

• If not image is found the text [SinglePic no found] is displayed instead the image. Currently there is no 
way to override this message, except translate the message.

• Float uses styles ngg-left/ngg-right and ngg-center to align the image.
• Mode values needs to be lowercase: watermark or web20
• The template parameter is used to correlate different templates. For example [singlepic 

template=softborders ] will load the singlepic-softborders.php template. (There is not such template 
yet, but you can copy singlepic.php and make it your own template)
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• Currently, there are no other templates than singlepic.php, but you can expand it copying from the 
original singlepic.php and changing the name accordingly.

• The filter $picture=ngg_image_object ($picture,$imageID) is called immediately after the $picture 
object is filled and before the meta objects are initialized. $picture object has to be returned.

• The filter $out=ngg_show_singlepic_content ($out,$picture) is called immediately after singlepic 
content is generated but before is displayed, giving the chance of modify the content prior sending to the
page. The content has to be returned (or its modified version).

• Caption translate is automatically integrated with qTranslate (if it is installed) and Polyglot(if it is installed)

The nggallery shortcode

[nggallery id=1 template=mytemplate images=number_of_images_per_page]

Parameters:
• id: gallery id. For backward compatibility is possible to use id=gallery_name
• template: template_name (optional). Will load the gallery-template_name.php 
• images= number of images per page.

Some things to know about nggallery shortcode:

• Gallery shortcode depends heavily on plugins settings. The gallery shortcode behavior will changes 
accordingly many factors.

• if there are no images (empty gallery or wrong id number) the message '[Gallery not found]' is 
returned. There is no way to override this message (except translating it) in current 1.9.26 version

• if filter ngg_show_imagebrowser returns true and gallery settings is set to show other than thumbnails,
the gallery will work in ImageBrowser Mode. 

• filter ngg_show_gallery_content allows a last chance to modify content before sending to the browser 

The album shortcode

[album id=1 template=extend gallery='my_template_gallery']

Parameters:
• id: album id. If invalid or non-existant, an '[Album not found]' is returned.
• template: currently support extend & compact. However, it can be extended with another templates.
• gallery: default template for every gallery in the album.

Notes when using album shortcode:
• To handle album shortcode complexity, the shortcode adds the url parameters album and gallery to 

specify album id and gallery template respectively.
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ImageBrowser mode only works in templates different except carousel. This is a hardcoded rule to
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The imagebrowser shortcode

[imagebrowser id=1 template=template_name]

Things to know about the ImageBrowser
• It will use global settings (in Settings gallery) so it uses Sort Field from Settings and Order. There is no 

way to override this in 1.9.26
• custom templates are valid. For example [imagebrowser template=myib] will call the imagebrowser-

myib.php template file.

The   nggtags shortcode

This shortcode allows you to display a gallery/album with tags 
[nggtags gallery=cat, dog… album=car, truck… template=mytemplate sort=sort_mode]

Parameters:
• gallery: comma-separated tag definition. The output will be one gallery with a mix of result from different 

tag values
• album: comma-separated tag definition. The output will be one gallery for every tag value in the list
• template: template name to load template album-template_name.php or gallery-template_name.php
• sort: possible values: ASC|DESC|RAND or if not set, the result of the query finds.

Url parameters in nggtags shortcode

This shortcode url parameters to handle the overall complexity:
• Finding images by slug: The gallerytag & pageid & pid parameters:   There is a chance of returning 

a gallery for a one single slug, for any tag defined.
(Notice: every time you create a tag, a slug is also created. For example, If I have a tag named 'Golden 
Retriever Rescue' this tag and its correlated 'golden-retriever-rescue' will be stored in the terms table)

• For albums: when album parameter is filled, the following logic take place:

◦ If none parameters are provided via url, an album-compact.php template is created in order of 
create the album. This is hardcoded default behavior for shortcode nggtags for album.

• For albums, the following parameters are accepted via url to change nggtags behavior:

◦ gallerytag: slug name to display (it must exist in terms table, otherwise will render nothing but a 
couple of div tags).Only one slug is allowed.

◦ pageid: post ID (optional). If the page is not the home page (the page where blog content default is 
displayed), this parameter is mandatory. Notice: all this parameters will only work for posts, NOT 
pages.
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◦ pid: acronym for 'picture id'. 
▪ If pid is no empty, an ImageBrowser is created. Pid id can be numeric (a picture id) or a string 

(a picture slug). 
• If pid is numeric, it will be assumed that is an Id for a picture on the current picture list. The 

idea is to have a precise picture to position the ImageBrowser pointer.
• If pid is string it is assumed is the picture slug
• if pid is an invalid value (for example a non-existent id or an incorrect slug), the image 

browser will return nothing
▪ If pid is empty, then a Gallery is created based on images returned by the slug value. The 

template used will be gallery-(template name).php

Things to know about about nggtags shortcode:
• If you define both parameters tags and gallery, album will take precedence and gallery will be 

ignored.
• Case for albums:

◦ if pageid== get_the_ID || !is_home and !empty(gallerytag) then taglist will be IGNORED, an tagname
used instead. Then, depending on pid will create:
▪ if pid is empty, a ImageBrowser
▪ if not a gallery, using gallery-templatename

◦ if is not the case with pageid
▪ If album tags return zero images, the template will return nothing and it will render nothing
▪ a harcdode call using album-compact will be made.

• Case for gallery:
◦ Current Nextcellent version (1.9.26) will call same templates as gallery, which it could be considered 

wrong. For example [nggtags gallery=tag1,tag2 template=mytags] will use gallery-mytags.php

The slideshow shortcode:

[slideshow id=random|  w=numeric_width_in_px h=numeric_height_in_px dots=?]

Parameters:

• id= random|recent|gallery id

◦ random: display random images

◦ recent: display recent images

◦ gallery id: display images for specific gallery.

• w & h = width and height. If both are not set, the slideshow will try to fit the slideshow in the place 
available

• dots=true|false to show dots in the slideshow.

Notes about slideshow shortcode:

• ALL other parameters for slideshow shortcodes are global and can be set from Settings 
Page→Slideshow

• function nggShowSlideshow($galleryID, $args = null) is available if you want to refine or need a more
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customized option. However, because all parameters involved, there is no shortcode for that.

• A workaround exists using the ngg_slideshow_args filter. This filters allows to manage ALL parameters
after a shortcode start processing and before the shortcode process the parameters.

The thumb shortcode

[thumb id=1,2,4,69... template=template_name]

Parameters:
• id: picture id list to display thumbnails. If none provided a '[Pictures not found]' is displayed instead
• template (optional): template name.

Things to know about thumb shortcode:
• the shortcode will use the regular galley template. For example, [thumb id=5,10 

template=mythumbs] will use the gallery-mythumbs.php template

The random shortcode.

[random id= max= template=template_name]

Parameters.
• Id (optional): gallery id to select images from. If not provided, rand will select images from all images 

available.
• max: max number of images to returned
• template: template to be used

Things to know where using random shortcode:
• random uses the gallery-(template_name).php template
• if url parameters pageid (post id) and pid (picture id) are provided via url, an ImageBrowser is 

returned instead. In this case the template is completely ignored, using the imagebrowser.php instead. 
(current Nextcellent version 1.9.26)

• the random shortcode is actually deprecated by the   recent shortcode.
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The recent shortcode

[recent id=1 max=10 template=mytemplate mode=sort]

Parameters:
• id(optional): gallery Id to get the images. If not provided, it will take all images available.
• Max: max of images to be returned
• template: template to be used. The recent shortcode uses the gallery template. For example if 

template=mytemplate , the template used will be gallery-mytemplate.php
• mode: define criteria for retrieving images:

◦ random: return a random images. This is equivalent to use the random shortcode.
◦ date: order images by date (descendent)
◦ sort: order images by predetermined sortorder (ascendent)
◦ id: order image by id (descendent)

Additional notes for recent shortcode:
• If pageid (post ID) is provided or post is not the home page, and pid (picture id) is provided, a 

imagebrowser will be returned instead. In this case the template used will be imagebrowser.php. The 
template will be completely ignored.

The tagcloud shortcode

[tagcloud template=mytemplate]

This shortocode will generate a cloud base on wp core tag cloud system 

Additional notes for tagcloud shortcode:
• parameters via url:

◦ gallerytag & pageid: if a pageid (post id)is provided or is not the homepage, this shortcode will 
behave exactly as nggtags, passing a slug value via gallery tag url parameter. Warning: the 
template parameter will be ignored, meaning the template gallery.php will be used instead.
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Chapter 14: Nextcellent Widgets
Nextcellent also provides some widgets to make easier displaying images on themes and sidebars.

The Nexcellent Gallery Widget
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The Slideshow Widget
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The Media RSS widget
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Additional: Code Examples
The following codes are examples to complement the documentation. Those examples go to 

functions.php in your current theme, except if I mention otherwise.

Every example was thoroughly tested, but please check it twice: it may not work in your environment or 
probably need some tweak to make it work as you need.

ngg_gallery_name filter

Scenario: Let's say you need to organize your galleries and normalize the gallery creation. 
We would like that every time a gallery is created, the folder name has to have a suffix with the date time.
For example, if you create the Christmas gallery in March 25 , 2015 , the folder name would be 
christmas_20150325. The suffix is added automatically, we just put 'christmas' and press 'Add Gallery'

Solution: we'll use the ngg_gallery_name to do that. This filter has to return the new gallery name before 
creation.

add_filter("ngg_gallery_name","add_date_suffix");
function add_date_suffix($folder_name){
    //Get today
    $today = getdate();
    //refer sprintf to http://php.net/manual/en/function.sprintf.php
    $suffix = sprintf("%'.04d%'.02d%'.02d",$today['year'],$today['mon'],$today['mday']);
    return $folder_name . "_". $suffix; //return name folder with suffix
}

ngg_show_related_gallery_content filter

Scenario: You have been using Add related images feature to display galleries of related pictures on every post.

However, you would like to show clearly what terms are used to correlate the post with the images.

Solution: include a title with a reminder of searched terms. This going to work whether you use tags or 
categories settings.

add_filter ("ngg_show_related_gallery_content", "add_related_gallery_title",10,2);
function add_related_gallery_title($out,$taglist){
    $title= "<div class='ngg-mystyle'>Related pictures for terms:$taglist</div>";
    return $title . $out;
}

This filter will also work for imported folders and zip files importing.
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Undocumented features:

NGG_SKIP_LOAD_SCRIPTS: if you are debugging there is a chance to disable javascript libraries for 
Nextcellent. Add to config.php of functions.php:

define ('NGG_SKIP_LOAD_SCRIPTS','any value');
Value can be any value, Nextcellent checks if the constant is defined.
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